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DUALITY THEOREMS FOR REGULAR HOMOTOPY
OF FINITE nIREeTED GRAPHS. (')
RIASSUNTO. - Dati uno spazio topoLogico normaLe e numerabiLmente
paracompatto S ed un grafo finito ed orientato G si prova che tra
,
gLi insiemi Q(S,G) e Q (S,G) deLLe cLassi di o-omotopia e di
o'-omotopia esiste una biiezione naturaLe. NeLLe stesse condizioni,
se S' è un sottospazio chiuso di S e G' un sottografo di G, esiste
ancora una biiezione naturaLe tra gLi insiemi Q(S,S':G,G') e
Q'(S,S' ;G,G') deLLe cLassi di omotopia. Si mostra infine che in con
dizioni meno restrittive per Lo spazio S Le precedenti biiezioni
possono non sussistere.
IN'fR.ODUcrI01lT
In the extension from the undirected graphs to the directed ones, we have two
possible definitions of regular function. In fact, given a tooological space
and a finite directed graph G, a function f: ,<; .... G is called o-reguLar (resp.
o'-reguLar) if for alI v,w E G such that v i w a~d v + w, it is f- 1 (v) n f-1(w)
= ti> (resp. f- 1 (v) n f- 1 (w) =tI». Therefore we can deal with two different
oomotopies, the o-oomotopv and me o' -oomotoDY. lience we examine the problem
(') Work oerfoI'lTEd under the ausp].ces of the Consi(JLio Nazionale deLLe F/icerche
(CNR, GNSAGA), Italy.
of seeing if, under suitable conditions for the space S, the o-horrotcpy and
the o*-horrotopy get to coincide necessarily, i.e. if there exists a natural
bijection between the sets of horrotopy classes Q(S,G) and Q*(S,G). As we
observed in [ 2 l , by the Duality Principle the o-horrotopy and 0* -horrotopy are
interchanged by replacing the graph G by the dually directed graDh G*; thus
we can identify the four sets Q(S,r;), Q'(S,G), Q(S,G'), Q'(S,G') at the
sarre tiJre.
Briefly we show how to solve the foregoing stateJl'ents. In Part one , at first,
we just consider functions and horrotopies that are completely roeguÙI:t', Le.
without singularities; hence we examine the sets of cOJl1l)lete o-horrotoPy classes
Qc(S,G) and the ones of complete o'-hornotooy classes Q~0~,G). Then we obtain
some properties which characterize the regular and completely regular functions
(§ l) and we give the definition of pattern, by which we oonstruct a relation
frorn the set of completely o-regular functions to the one of cornpletely
o'-regular functions. Consequently, we have (§ 3) the Duality Theo:rern for
complete hornotopy classes (Theo:rern 9): "Theroe exists a naturoal bijection between
the sets or complete homotopy classes Q (S,G) and Q'(S,G)".
c c
Now we recall the results obtained in r 31, Theorems 12, ~ 12', 16, 16':
i) If the soace S is normal ('), in every class of Q(S,G) (resp. Q'(S,G)) there
exists a completely o-regular (reso. o' -regular) function.
ii) If -SxI is nonral, two oompletely o-regular (resp.- completely o'-regùlar)
functions, which are hornotopic, are also completely hornotopic.
Hence i t follows (§ 4) that if S and S"I' are nomal spaces, the:re exis1:s a
natural bijection frorn Q (S,G) to Q(S,G} and from Q' (S,G) to Q'(S,G). From here
c c
and Theorern 9 the Duality Theorem follows. Now if we reC'.all that a normal space
S such that the pror'lct SxI is nomal, is said a countably paroaaompaat noromal
(') Vie distinguish between norrnal space and T4-soace, acoording to whether i t is
a T 2-space or noto
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spaae (see [ 121, pp.168-l69) we can enunciate the Duality Theorem (Theorem
11): "If S is a aountabZy paroaaompaot normaZ spaoe, then there ~sts a natur>aZ
bijeotion from Q(S,G) to Q·(S,G)".
In Part ~ we consider the sarre oroblem for couoles of topologìcal soaces
(S, S ' ) _and of directed graphs (G, G ' ) • That is not a trivial generalization of
Part one, because new difficulties rise. In general, indeed;_ we CBr.not construct
patterns of completely o-regular functions, then we rrnst add the further
condition that the completely regular functions are bal.anced in S' as regards S
O 5), Le. such that for aH x' E S', for a11 v E G, x' E f-1(v) implies that
x r E f -1 (v) n S r • Thus we can repeat the construction of patterns (§ 6).
A second difficulty rises in that the so constructed patterns are not in general
balanced functions. Hence we rrnst choose as subspace S' an open subspace (§ 7)
and under this condition the duality for complete horrotopy is solved.
Unfortunately we cannot deduce the Duality Theorem since the Normalization
Theorems proved in [ 3 J for S and ,c:xI normal spaces hold only if S' is a closed
set. We eli'l!inate this last difficulty (§ 8,9) by considering the ilEoreasin(fly fil
troated set of open subsoaces including S r and the induotive Zimit af the functions
balanced in any open neighbourhood of S'. Thus by proceeding as in Part one
we obtain the Duality Theorem (Theorem 32): "If S is a oountabZy paroacompaot
noromaZ spaoe and S' a cZosed subspace of S, then there exists a natuPaZ bijeotion
from the set of o-homotopy cZasses Q(S,S';G,G') to the one of o'-homotopy
alasses Q'(S,S' ;G,8') ".
In § 11 we generalize the Duality Theorem to the case of (n+1)-tuples of
topological spaces and of (n+1)-tuples of graphs. In § 12 we obtain the Duality
Theorem far absoZute and relative homotopy g'roups and we- provethat- the--nai:ural
bijectians are isorrorohisms. At last in § 13 we give some counterexamoles and
anong these we l'erraòe 13. li and 13.5 which show that under weaker conditions
far the space S (quasi compact, TO but not Tl:) the t= Dualitv Theorems do not
hold.
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O) Baakground.
-----------
-------------
Graphs and their subsets. (See [ 2] § l; r 3J § 1).
Let G be a finite direated graph.
If v, w are t= vertices of G, we use the symbol v ... w (resp. v + w) to denote
that vw is (resp. is oot) a directed edge of C. If v ... ùJ, we call v a predeaessor
of w and w a suaaessor of v.
The graph G* with the sarre vertices of G and such that (u'" v in C) .. (v ... u
in G*), is called the duaUy direated graph as regards C. (H C ;; G~, Le. ii for
alI v,w E G we have (v ... w) .. (w ... v), the graph is called undireated).
Let X be a non-eJJ1Dty subset of G. A vertex of X is called a head (resp. a
tail) of X in G, if it is a oredecessor (reso. a successor) of all the other
vertices of X. We denote by PG(X) (resp. TG(X)) or, simoly, bv P(X) (reso. T(X))
the set of the heads (reso. tails) of X in G. If H(X) t ~ (resp. T(X) t ~), X is
called headed (resp. tail-ed); otherwise, X is called non-headed (reso. non-tailed)
Finally, X is called totally headed (resp. totall~ tailed), if all the non-empty
subsets of X are headed (resp. tailed). H X is a singleton, we agree to say that
X is headed.
Regular and aompletely regular funations. (See [ 21 § 1,[ 31 § 2).
Let S be a topologiaal spaae.
Given a function f: S'" G from S to G, we denote by caoital letter V the set of
aH the f-ccunterimages of v E G, and if we want to e!Pphasize the function f, we
write vf = f-1 (v).
A function .f: S ... G is called o-regular (resp. o*-regular.), ii for aH v,w E G
such tOOt v t w and v + w, i t is V (' W = ~ (reso ii' 1"1 W = ~).
Let I = [0,11 be the unit interval in Rl . Two o-regular (reso. o*-regular)
functions f,g: S ... G are called o-homotopia Crespo o'-homotol'ia), if there exists
an o-regular (resp. o*-regular) function F: SxI'" G, such that Nx,O) = f(x) and
F(x, l) = g(x), far alI x E S. The o-regular (reso. o' -regular) function F is
called an o-homotopl/ (reso. o"-homotopy) between f' and g. The O-hollOtoDV (resp.
o"-horrotopy) is an equivalence relation and we denote by Q(S,C) (resp. Q"(S,C))
the set of o-holJDtopy (resp. o*-hollOtopy) classes. We note that Q*(S,C) coincides
with Q(S,C") and Q'(S,C') with Q(S,C),
OOALI'IY PRINCIPLE; - Every t-rue proposition in which appeaP the concepts of
headed set, taiZed set. o-reguZ~:tu, o*-reguZarity, o-homotopy, o"-homotopp,
O(S,G), O"(S,G), remains true if the concepts of headed set and taiZed set,
o-reguZarity and o*-regularity, o-homotopy and o'-homotopy, 0(S,8) and O'(S,G),
aPe interchanged throught the statement of the proposition.
Given an o-regular (resp. o"-regular) function .f': 5 -+ G, a n-tuole X = {VI"'"
V
n
}, (n'>2) is called a singularity of f if:
i) X is non-headed (resp. non-taiIed):
ii)~n.,.n~f.tP,
An o-regular (reso. o' -regular) function f: S -+ C from S to C is called
completeZy o-regular (resI'. completeZy o'-reguZar), or simpIy c.o-reguZar (resp.
c.o*-reguZar), if there are no singularities of f. (If the graph G is undirected,
then aH the singularities are couples and the c.regular functions are called
strongZy regular functions),
Functions between pairs. (See r 21 §S,r 31 §2).
Let S' be a subspace of S and G' a subgraph of G.
A function f: S~S' -+ C,C' is called o-regular (resp. o"-regular) if both f: S -+ C
and i ts restriction f' = f / S': S' -+ G' are o-regular (resp. 0* -regular)
functions.
'IWo o-regular (resp. o' -regular) functions f, g: S, S' -+ C, G' are called o-homo-
topic (resp. o'-homotopic), if there exists an o-regular (resp. o"-regular)
hollOtopy F: SxI, S'xI -+ C,G', between f and g. The o-hollOtopy (resp. o'-hollOtopy)
is an equivalence relation and we denote by Q(S,S';G,G') (resp. Q (5,8'.;G,C')) the
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fo Uows 1 n ... n ~ n Q~ n
-- -
it resuUs ·1 n ... n ~ n 1)
b
set of o-homotopy (resp. o"-homotopy) aZasses. We note that Q'(S,S':G,8')
coineides with Q(S,S',G', G'") and Q(S,S';G,G') with Q"(S,S':G",8").
A fillletion f: S,S' -+ G,G' is called a.o~r>eguZar (resp. a.o'-reguZar) if lxlth
f: S -+ Gand f': S' -+ G' are e.o-regular (resp. e.o'-regular) ftmetions.
As before, the DuaUty Prine:ipZe ho1ds for fillletions between pairs.
Main resuUs of [ 2J , [3J .
R : X c G 1:S totaUy headed, iff it is totaUy taiZed. (See r 3J ,Proposition 4).
a
If S is a normaZ topoZogiaal spaae and S' is a aZosed subspaae of S, we have:
~: (T'ne first N:Jrnalization Th=oremL Let f: S -+ r, (resp. f: S,S' -+ 8,8') be
an o-regular funation. Then ther>e eX1:sts a a.o-regular funation, o-homotopia to
f. (See [ 31 , Theorems 12, 15).
R : (Extension Theorem between ooirs). Let f: S,S' -+ 8,G' be an o-reguZar funation.
e
Then there exist a aZosed neighbourhood \.! of S' and an o-reguZar funation g: S,S'
-+ G,G', whiah is o-homotopia to f and suah that the funation g: S,\.! -+ G,G' is
o-regular, i.e. g(U) ~ G' and the restriation g: U -+ G' of g to 1J is o-r>eguZar.
(See [ 2J , Theorem 20).
Rd:In the aonstruation of Re' if there exist n vertiaes P1, ... ,D
n
E Gand m vertf
f f f'T ::rr
aes q1""'C1m E G', suah that P1 n ... n Pn n Q1 n ... n Qm = d>, then aZso it
- """"1"-
... n o! = 1/>. SimilarZy, from Pi n n P~ n X = d>
= d>. (See f 21 , Corollary 2l).
l'breover, if SxI is normal , then i t results:
R : (The firstNorna1ization Theorem for horrotoDiesL Let f,g: S -+ G (resp. f,g:
e
S,S' -+ G,G') be two o-homotopia a.o-reguZar funations. .Then, betù'een the :f'unations
f and g, there also exists an o-homotopy, whiah is a a.o-reguZar funat1:on. (See [31,
Theorem 16).
By Duality Prineiple, the results dua1 to the previous ones are also true.
7t'f\..><T ONE. DUALITY 'lliEORD" FOR REg;JlAR ruNCfIONS.
For brevity, we omit the statements of dual Drooositions, but if we IID.lSt refer
to them, we denote them by '.
1) ~opepties of pegular and aompleteZy pegular funations.
=================================================
DEFINITION 1.- Let S be a topoZogiaal spaae. x a point of S, G a finite dipeated
gpaph and f: S ... c:; a funation fpom S to G. We aaH image-envelope of x by f, and
we denote by <f(xi>, the set ol veptiaes. suah that the al08UPe8 of theip f-aountep
images inaZude the point. i.e. v E <f(x» ~ x E ;r.
PROPOSITION l. - Let S be a topoZogiaaZ spaae. x a point of S, G a Pinite
dipeated gpaph and f: S ... r, a funation fpom S to G. Then the image-envelope ol x
aoinaides with the intepseation of the images of the neighbOUPhoods of x, i.e.
<[(x» = n{feu) / U is a neighbOUPhhod of x}.
x x
~oof.- v E <f(x»
V E nfru ) .•
x
f
C> xETI' ~
PROPOSITION 2. - Let S be a topologiaaZ spaae. G a finite dipeated gpavh and
f: S'" G a funation lpom S to r-:. Then f is an o-peguZar l'unation, i.pp, POP aH
x E s. f(x) is a head of <f(x», i.e. f(x) E B«f(x»).
~oof. - i) Let f be an o-regular function, x a ooint of S, and v =.f(x). Then,
r/ p ffor alI w E <f(x», Le. x E , we have v- n W f 0. Hence v'" w, Le. v E
H«f(x») .
ii) For alI x E S, let f(x) E H«f(x») be. \Ve have to Drove that, for alI v,w E
G, such that v f w and v f w, it results that vf n r/ = 0. If we assume x E r/' n
1", it folIows [(x) = v, V E H«(f(x») and'" li;' <f(x», hence v ... w. Contradiction.•
PROPOSITION 3. - Let S be a topol.ogical. space. G a finite dil'ected (J1'aph and
f: S .... G a function fl'om S to G. Then f is a c.o-l'egul.a1' function. (-l'f. {Ol' aU
X E S. it is:
i) f(x) is a head of <f(x». i. e. f(x) E H«f(x»);
ii) <f(x» is a total.l.y headed subset of G.
Proof. - Bv Prooosition 2, we have only to Drove that an o-regular function
is c.o-regular iff ii) is true.
Then let f be a c.o-regular function. Since each subset X = fv} ..... v
n
} of
-l' n 71'_ ..t<'f(x» such that Vi n ... n r- dJ can not be a singularity of -l', X must be
headed.
Conversely, le't <[(x» be totaHv headed for aH x E S. Then if we assume that
X = fv}..... vn } is a singularity of f, there exists a point x E vi n n v:.
Hence the non-headed subset X is included in <f(x». Contradiction.•
RD'ARK. - Consequently, i{ G is an undirected graph. a function f:S .... r- is
strongl.y regul.ar i. e. c.regul.ar i[f. for aU x E S, <f(x» is a totaUy headed
subset of C;. In this case, indeed, we have that "<f(x» totaU" headed" is
equivalent to H«f(x») =<{(x».
2) Patterns of a function.
--------------------------
--------------------------
DEFINITION 2. - Let f: S .... G be a function from a topol.ogicaZ sl'ace S to a
finite directed (J1'aph G. A function g: S .... G is caUed an o-oattern (resp. 0"-
oattern) of f, if. [01' aU x E S. it hol.ds g(x) E H«(f(x») (regp. g(x) E
T«f(x»)l.
PJ:MARl<. - In general there is no oattern of a given function, because the sets
<f(x» J1'aY be non-headed for sarre x E S.
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DEFINITION 3. - A function f: S -+ G fpom a topoZogicaZ space S to a f'inite
directed gpaph G ie caZZsd quasi o-regular (pes? quasi o·-regular). op simpZy
q.o-regular (pesp. q.o·-regular) if the image-enveZope <f(x» is headed (pesp.
taiZed) fop aU x E S.
!1oreovero. the function f is caUed coll1Dletely otlasi regular, op simpZy c.a.
regular, if <f(x» is totaUy headed.
Rf.}lARJ< 1. - Consequen1:ly, if G is an undirected graph, a q. regular function
is also regular and a c.q.regular function is also completely regular, Le.
s1:rongly regular.
Rf.}lAlU< 2. - We consider only c.a.regular functions, since by R
a
each c.q.o-
regular function is also c.q.o·-regular.
PROPOSITION 4. - An o-peguZar> function is a.o-roeguZar>. A c.o-roeguZar> f'unction
is c.q.peguZar>.
FToof. - It follows from Prooositions 2, 3.•
PROPOSITION 5. - A function f: S -+ G is a.o-roeguZar> iff thepe eriste an 0-
patte1'n of f.
FToof. - il Let g be an o-pattem of f. Since, for ali x ES. g(x) E H«.f(x»),
<j'(x» is ìeaded.
ii) Let <f(x» be headed. In arder to construct an o-pattem g of l, we number
the vertices of the finite gN.nh G by v1•... , vn ' Then, for all x E !':, we choose
as g(x) 1:he vertex with the lowest index among the vertices of H«f'(x») ••
Rf.}lARK. - We note that a c. q . regular function is a.o-regular and q.o· -regular.
Hence, there exist both o-pattems and o· -patterns for a c.Q-regular function.
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PROPOSITION 6. - Let f: S .... G be a q.o-reguLar function. Then:
i) aH i ts o-patterns are o-reguLar functions;
ii) two o-patterns of f are o-homotopic to each other.
Proof. - i) Let g: S .... G be an o-pattern of l. At first, we orove that rIJ c
vf, for each v E G. We have, indeed, x E ~ ". g(x) = v ". V E <f(x» ". x E vi'.
Hence it results ~ c vi' and also ~ c v.f. Consequently, <g(x» ~ <f(x», for
alI x E S. Now, since g(x) is a head of <[(x», it is also a head of <g(x». Then,
by ProDOsition 2, g is an o-regular ftrrlction.
ii) Let g,h be t:wo o-patterns of f. The ftrrlction F: SxI .... G, given by:
{
g(x)
F(x, t) =
h(x)
for t= O
'U E r0,11 ,
is a hornotooy between g and h. Besides, for alI (x,t) E SxI, it is:
{
<g(x» U <h(x» ~ <.f(x»
<F(x, t» =
<h (x»
for t = O,
Vt E [0,11 .
Then, since g(x) and h(x) are heads of <.f(xJ>, they are also, resoectively, a head
of <g(x» U <h(xJ> and a head of <h(xJ>. Consequently, F is an o-regular function.
DEFINITION 4. - Let S be a topòLogicaL space and G a finite directed graph. Trilo
c.o-reguLar (resp. c.o·-reguLarJ functions f,g: S 4 G are caLLed completely o-homo-
topic Iresp. completely o'-hornotopic) or simpLy c.o-hornotopic (reBp. c.o·-hornotOPic)
if there exists a homotopy F between f and g, which is a c.o-reguLar (resp. c.o'-
r'eguLar) function. F is caHed a comolete o-hornotooy (resp. complete o'-hornotopy),
Or' simpLy a c.o-hornotooy (resp. c.o·-hornotooy).
PROPOSITION 7. - Let f: S .... r, be a c.q.reguLar function. Then:
i) aH its o-patterns are c.o-reguLar functions.:
ii) any two o-patterns of f are c.o-homotopic to each other'.
Proof. - i) Like in Proposition 6, we prove that <g(xJ> ~ <[(xi>, for alI x E S.
Consequently, since <f(xJ> is totallv headed, also <g(x» is totallv headed.
Hence, by i) of Proposition 6 and by ProlXJsition 3, g is c.o-regular.
ii) \-le define the horrotopy like in ProPOsition 6. Since, \I x E S, f(x) is
totally headed, the subsets <'.g(x» U <Jz(x» and <Jz(x» are also totally headed.
Hence, V (x,t) E SxI, F(x,t) is totally headed and so is a c.o-horrotopy between
g and h, by Proposition 3.•
3) DuaZity Theorem for compZete homotopy cZasses.
===============================================
We see it is possible to oonstruct hOrrotODY classes, by oonsidering onlv c.
regular functions and c. regular horrotopies.
PROPOSITION 8. - The c.o-homotopy is an eouivaZence reZation in the set of
c.o-reguZar functions from S to G.
Proof. - The relation obviously satisfies the reflexive and svrrmetric Droner-
ties. CSee r 21 , Rerrark to Definition 5). Also the transitive Dronertv is true.
In fact, let F Crespo J) be a c. o-horrotopy between the C. o-regular functions f'
and g Crespo g and k). Then the function K: SxI -+ G, given by:
K(x,t) =
F(x,3t)
g(x)
J(x,3t-2)
V x E S,
V x E S,
V x E S,
V t E ro,~
l 2
V t E r3'~
2V t E [3,11 ,
is an o-horrotoDY betlveen f and k.
We have to prove that k is a c.o-regular function. l.et us assurre that the irrage-
envelope of the point (x, t) is non-totally headed. Then, ii t ,,~, also the im3.ge-
envelope of (x,3t) is non-totally headed for the function F. If t;;' t, also the
image-envelope of (x,3t-2) is non-totally headed for the function J. If ~ < t < -},
also the im3.ge-enveloDe of the POint x is non-totally headed for the function g.
Anyho\./, we obtain a non-totally headed im3.ge-enveloDe for a c.o-regular function.
This contradicts to Proposition 3. •
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REMARK. - By considering as hollOtOpy between f and g that given by the sum Csee
[ 2] , Re:rrark to Defintion 5), we obtain only an o-regular function, in generalo
DEFINITION 5. - Let S be a topologioal spaoe and G a finite direoted graph. We ~
note by QcCS,G) (resp. Q~CS,G)) the set of o.o-homotopy (resp. o.oo-homotopy) olasses.
REMARK. - We note that QO(S,G) coincides with Q (S,Go), and QO(S,Go) with Q (S,G).
o o o c
TIiEOREM 9. - Let S be a topologioal spaoe and G a finite direoted graph. Then
there exists a natu"l'al bijeotion from the aet of oomplete o-homotODu olasses QcCS,G)
to the one of oomplete oO-homotopy olasses Q~CS,G).
~: F (S,G) ~ FO(S,G) which
o o
simi1ar1y a re1ation w: pO(S,G)
o
set of aH the c.o-regu1arProof. - We denote by F (S,G) Crespo FO(S,G)) the
o o
(resp. C. o°-regular) flD1ctions. We define a re1ation
sends each fE F (S,G) in any its oO-pattern HfJ and
o
~ F (S,G) which sends each h E FO(S,G) in any its o-pattern w(h).
o o
i) ~ induces a flD1ction ~ fram Q (S,G) to QO(S,G).
o o
By the Remark to Propcsition 5 and by i) of Propcsition 7 the re1ation ~ is defined
on aH the set Fo(S,G) and by ii) of Propcsition 7 every oO-pattern of f is oO-hoJro
tOPic to HfJ. Then we define a function ~: FO (S, G) ~ Q (S, G) by nutting:
o c
v f E F (S, G),
. c ~(f) = {Hf)}.
Now let g be a flD1ction c.o-horrotonic to .f by the hOllOtopy H, and let ~(g) be an
0° -pattern of g. We construct
F(x, t) =
f(x)
H(x, 3t-1)
g(x)
the c.o-homotopy:
lO<t<;;-3'
l<;;t<:?'
3 3'
2
'3 <;; t <;; 1.
l.et F be an 0° -pattern of F, i t foHows fram Proposition 7° that F is a c. o ° -r.orrotony
between the restrictions f = F!sx{O} and g = FI.5'x{l}' Since f' = F!SxfO} and H does
not interfere in the construction of f, f is an oO-nattern of f. Similarlv, g is an 0°-
Dattem of g. Then by ProPOsition 7~ Hf) and f are c.oo-homotopic, and the same
happens fer ~ (f) a.'1d g. For the re1ation is transitive, Hf} is c.O°-hoJTOtooie te Hg).
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Since the function 4> is comoatible with the c. O-hollOtODY relation in Fa (S. G). 4>
induces a function ~ fram Q (S.G) to Q·(S.G) given by:
a a
li a E Q (S.G). <P(a) = {Hf)}, where f is a reoresentative of a.
a
ii) $ induces a function 0/ fram Q·(S.G) to Q (S.G).
a a
By dual arguments we can orove that the required function 'l' lS individualized by
putting:
li 8 E Q'(S.G), w(S) = {~(h)}. where h is a reoresentative of S.
a
iii) ~ and 0/ are bijective functions.
We have only to orove that W~ is the identity in Q (S.G) and ~'l' t"he one in Q' (S.G).
a a
Let a be a class of Qa(S.G) and f E a a c.o-regular funetion. We have ~(a) = {Hf}},
and, successively, 'l'Ha) = {~Hf)}. l,le observe that the function T/J4>(f) is c.o-
regular by Prooositions 7, 7'. Followi-ng i) of the oroof of Prooosition F;, i t
results, li v E G. lf'I'H.rJ ~ VH.f'J ~ vf , then lil<e ii) of the sarre oroof, we can
construct a c.o-hollOtooy between f and T/JH.fJ. C'onseauently, o/~(a) = {T/JHf)} = {f} =
a. Simìlarlv, it results, li 8 E Q'(S,G), ~o/(8) = 8.•
- a
4) DuaZity theorem for homotopy aZasses.
----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------
By the two Nornalization Theorems Rh' Re' the duality can be extended to the
homotòoy classes Q(S.G) and Q'(S.G).
PROPOSITION la. - Let SxI be a normaZ tovoZogiaaZ spaae and G a finite direated
graph. Then there exists a naturaZ hijeation [rom the set OT a.o-homotopu aZasses
Q (S,G) to the one of o-homotopy aZasses O(~,G).
c
Proof. - Let F(S.G) and Fa(S.G) be the sets (lf o-regular and c.o-regular func-
tions from S to G and .7: F (S,G) -+ F(S.G) the identical embeddìng. OhviouslY,.7
a
is coJl1Datible with the C.O-hollOtoov relation in p (S.G) and with the o-hollOtooy
a
relation in F(S,G), hence j induces a function J fram Q (S,G) to Q(S.G). Moreover,
a
J is onto by RI,' and it is one to one bY Re' •
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Finally, by ProPOsitions 10, lO" and ~eorem 9 we obtain:
~O~8M 11. - Let S be a countabZ~ pavacomvact normaZ space and G o rinite
directed graoh. Tl,en tl,ere exi.~ts a naturaZ h7:.-iection .Trom tl,e set or o-I,omotcny
cZasses O(S,~) to the one or o"-homotOD~ cZasses O"(S,C-).
Proof. In fact the assUlllDtion on S is eoui'/alent to SUDPOse that ç and "'xl ~
romBl soaces. (See Introduction). •
PWJ\RK l. - In generel the nreviouS' result r\oes oot hold far any tooological
space. (See Fxamole 13.5).
F~ARK 2. - In the foregoing conditions it fol10ws that the sets Q(S,G), Q(S,G'),
Q'(S,G), Q'(S,C") can be identified.
PAR'!' T\o10. DlJALITY THEOPEM FOR REGlllPR FUN(''!'IONs QE'J'oiEEN PAI?s.
5) Ba Zanced funct ions .
----------------------
----------------------
,~ can characterize the rep:ular func"tions hetween oairs, sirri1ar1v te ProPO-
sitions 2, 3, bv the followin~:
PROPOSI'!'IO 12. - Let f: S,S' ~ G,G' he a function from a aair or toooZogicaZ
spaces S,S' to a aai!' o." fin7:te directed praDh.• C-,G' and f': C', ~ r:' the yoestric-
tion of f: S -+ G to S'. Then f is an o-!'eguZar .f·unction, if" f(x) is a heac! o."
<f(x» in G, ;or aU x E S; whiZe f'(x) ·:s a I,ead of <f'(x» in re', :1'0r aZZ x E S'
"1oreover, f is c.o-'f'eguZar, ifF aZso the subsets "'f(x» are totaZZy headec! 1:n G
and aH the subsets <f' (x» are totaZZu headed in G' ••
REMJ\_~K. - Consequently, if G is an undirected gravI" a Funct~on f: S,C" -+ G,C-'
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is strongZy reguZar, iff' <f(x» is totaUu headed in G for aU x E S, and so
is <f' (x» in G' for aU x E $'.
IJnfortunate1y the considerations deve10Ded in Part one in order to obi:ain the
Duality Theorem for regu1ar functions can not be direct1v generalized to regu1ar
funci:ions between pairs, since there does not exist an o· -oattern of anv c.o-re~
ular function f: 5,5' -+ G,G' in generalo Hence Ive musi: add the fo11owin,e new
condition:
TG«.f(x'») n TG,(<f'(x'») t "', \I x' E S',
and conseauent1v we pui::
DEFINITION 6. - Let f: S,S' -+ G,G' be a f'unction from a Dair of tODologicaZ
spaces S,S' to a pair of' finite directed g-raph G,r.:' and Zet f': S' -+ r.:' be the
rest-riction to S' of f: S -+ G. The f'unction f is said to be ba1anced in (S,S')
or simoZy a b.function if, for aU x' E s' and foro aU v E G, it is x' F ,,f =>
x' E 7: i.e., for aU x' E S', <f(x'» = <r'(x'».
RPlARK 1. - If the restriction f' of a b.function f' is c.o-regular, Ì'v p and
a
Proposition 3 it results TG«.f(x'») n TG' «f'(x'») t"', since now lVe have
TG' «f' (x' l»~ :: Tr,«.f(x' »); whi1e for a c.o-regular function it can lviooen that
T (<[(x'») nT (<f"(x'») ="'. (See Examo1e 13.1).G G .
RD'ARl< 2. - vie can a1so write b.o-reguZar function, .•. ,b.homotODU
of baZanced o-reguZar function, ... , baZanced homotoDY, ..•.
,... instead
PROPOSITION 13. - Under the assumpt1:ons 0-1' De-l'inition 6, if C;' is an ODen set
of S, aZZ the functions f: S,S' -+ r.:,G' are haZanced in (S,S').
Proof. - By Prooosition l we have <f(x'» = n{f(U ,) / li , is a nei«-hbourhood
. . x X F-
of x' in 8}, whi1e for 5' it results <f' (x'» = n {f' ([I , n'i')}. Noo, since S' is
. . x
onen in s, it fo11oos n{f"([1 n S')} =n{"'(I' )} •~ x' x' .
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6) Patterns of a function between pairs.
==================================
As m Definitions 2, 3 we have:
DEFINITION 7. - Let f:S,S' ~ r-,G' be a function from a pair of tODological
spaces S,S' to a pai? of finite directed granhs r-,G'. A function g: S,S' ~ r-,(.;'
is caned an o-pattern (resp. o·-Dattern) of f, if g: S ~ c:: is an o-pattern (resp.
o°-pattern) of f: S ~ G and its restriction g': S' ~ 1:;' .:s <In o--r>atte»n (-resT).
o· -pattern) o,+" f': S' ~ G'.
RDlARK. - For an o-Dattern g of f, we have the follow~ relations:
i) V x E S-S',
ii) V x' ES',
g(x) E Re«f(x»)
g(x') E Re«f(x'») () "c' (<'f' (x'»).
DEFINITION 8. - Under the a.qsW'1Ptions of De,finition 7, the +"unc#on f: S,c' ~
G,G' is caned a.o-regular (resp. q.oo-regular, c.q.regular), if such are the fun!!,.
tion f: S ~ G and its restriction f': S' ~ c:: , •
RDlAl'K. - Also for pairs, we can get results similar to those of T<.emarks l, 2
to Definition 3 and of Prooosition 4.
Instead of Prooosition S, we have onlv:
PRDPOSITION 14. - If a a.o-regular function f: S,S' ~ (.;,r-' is balanced in (S,S'),
there exists an o--r>attern of f.
Proof. - For all x E S-S', we oroceed as in ii) of the oroof of Pronosition S.
While, for aH x' ES', we choose as g (x ') the vertex with the lowest index arrong
the vertices of He,«f'(x'») ~ He«f'(x'») = He«f(x'») ••
REMAT<.K 1. - In generaI there are no Dattems of functions that are onlv balanced
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or q.o-regular. The condition of q.o-regularity, indeed, is necessary by Pro:!?
osition 5, while the condition of b. o .o-regularity is only sufficient. (See
Exarrg:l1e 13.2).
RD'ARJ( 2. - In generaI an o-i>attern 01' a b.function f: 8,5' -+ f;,f;' is not
balanced. (See F.xample 13.2).
DEFINITION 9. - 'l'wo functions f,g: s,S' -+ r.:,G' fr'om a pail" of tor;o~ogica~
spaces S,S' to a pail" of finite dil"eoted gl"aphs G,G' aPe oaZZed c.o-homotooic
(l"esp. c.o' -horrotooic) if thel"e exists a homotopy l" hetlJeen f and g, Wh1:Ch is
a o.o-l"eguZal" (l"esp. o.o'-l"eguZal") funotion.
By following the proofs of Prooositions 6, 7 and by using Definitions 7, 8, I.;e
can obtain oronerties similar to Propositions 6,7, since both the functions from
5 to G and the ones from 5'· to G' satisfv the conditions. But, on account of Re-
mark 2 to Proposition 14, in generaI, the constructed o-oatterns are not halanced.
Nevertheless, by Prooosition 13, we have:
PROPOSITION 15. - Let S he a topo~ogioaZ spaoe, S' an open subset of s, r- a
finite dil"eoted gl"C1!Jh, G' a suhgr<1Dh of Gand f:",S' -+ G,G' a b.o.q.:roegu~ar funo-
tion fl"om S,S' to G,r.:'. Then:
i) aH its o-patterns aPe b. o. o-l"eguZar funotùms,
ii) two o-patterns of l' are b.o.o-homotopio to eaoh othel"••
7) Dua~ity Theol"em fol" oomplete homotopy o~asses when S' is Oz:>en.
=========================================================
Now we just state the Duality Theorem l'or the c.horrotooy, when S' is an anen
subsoace of 5.
Similarly to Prooosition 8, we can prove that tr,e C.O-hOlTOtoov is an equiva-
lence relationin the set 01' c.o-regular functions from 8,5' to G,G'. ~en it
follows:
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DEFINITION lO. - Let S be a topoZogicaZ space, S' a subspace of S, c:; a ,finite
directed gravh and G' a subgravh of G. We denote by 0cCS,S':G,G') rresp. Q·CS,S';
c
G,G')) the set of c.o-homotopy rresp. c.o·-homotoDY) cZasses.
RD1ARK. - Qc'rs,S':G,G') coincides with Q rS,s':G·,-G'·) and Q rS,C:':G,G') witl)
c c
Q·rs,S';G·,G'·).
c
THEOREM 16. - Let S be a topoZogicaZ svace, S' an oven suhsvace of S, G a finite
directed graph and G' a subgravh 0,-1' G. Then there eX1~sts a natu"'aZ bijec#on <I> f'rom
the set of compZete o-homotopy cZasses Q CS,~' :G,G') to the one of comoZete 0·-
c
homotopy oZasses Q~CS,S' :G,G').
Proof. - Ii: is simi1ar to that one of Theorelll 9, bv using Prooositions 15, 15'.
We just observe that, since S' is oDen, the functions are ha1anced, l)ence the
sought oatterns can be consi:ructed••
REMARK. - The Droof of Theorem 9 can not De genera1ized for any subsoace S' of
S. In step iii), indeed, in order to consi:ruct an o-oattern Z of h, i t is neces-
sary that h is a balanced o·-pattern of,f. CSee Examo1e B.ll.
8) Induotive Zimits.
--------------------
--------------------
Let S' be any subsoace of S and U anv open neigNx:>urhaod of s'. "'e l)ave:
DEFINITION 11. - We denote b" F CS,S' :G,C::') the set of' c.o--,.equZw f'unotions
c
from S,S' to G,G', by FU = FcCS,U;G,G') the set of c.o-reguZa-,. functions -l'rom
S,U to G,G' and by QU = QcCS,ll;G,G') the set of c.o-homotopy oZasses of ,f'unctions
from S,U to G,G'. DuaZZy, we can con.sider <'~CC;,C;' :C::,G'), F;r = F~C~,ll:G,r-') cnd
Q~ = Q~(S,U;G,G').
Now we consider the co11ection of sets {(S' = { U I U is an or,en neillht-ourhood
of S'} and, since US ' lS decreasing1y filtrated, it follows:
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f l1 -+ 'II is the identical
PROPOSITION 17. - The lamilu ol sets {F[T /
li{ "V / li, \I E lIS" V C li} is an 1:nductive famUu
embedding••
li E Il,, l} with associated mavs
'f' À lJ1.,. V
T'
PROPOSITION 18. - Th.e associated mal' "v (lf,V E US" " C 11) de.fined in "rOPosi-
tion 17, is compatible with the c.o-homotopy in FU and FV'
P7'oof. - If f,g: S,U -+ C,C'are c.o-hOrrotODic, such are also the functions ,f',g:
S,V-+C,G' .•
PROPOSITION 19. - Let A~: 011 -+ 0v be the function induced bu the identical
embedding À~: FU -+ Fv, then the familu of sets {Oli / U E IIS'} ù,ith associated
maps {A~ / V,V E li"" V C li} is an inductive family.
P7'oof. - The fami1v {Qu} is inductive since, /!iven TI, V, WE IIS ' / U ~"C fi,
fram À [f =ÀV ÀU i t results AU = AV AU •
W W V ,./ "V'
Now, if we considp.7' the fami1y of Pijections {<!>u: QTI -+ QT~ / TI E lIS '} (see "11e-
orem 16), we obtain:
THEORrn 20. - Le t S be a topologica l space, S' a subspace o.f C;, IO a fini te di-
rected graph and GI a subgraph ol G. Then there exists a natura l bi.iection ~ ,f'rom
the inductive limit 1im 0u to 1im C;T
- --+
P7'oof. - Let U, V E lIS ' be and V C TT. We see that the dia/!I'ffiTl:
QU
~U
, Q.
U
l' i i .TTA.J A TIV
Qv l Q.
'l'
<!>v
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~u is a natural bijection by Theorem 16. (See [ 81 , 40.1) •
Qu to lim Q;, since ,. U E
--> -
•
is corrrnutative. Fo11owing, indeed, the proof of Theor€1ll 9, we must just observe
that the identica1 embedding of a oattero of f' E PU is a Dattero of .f' E FIl' Con-
sequent1y, there exists a natura1 bijectirlTI '" from Zim
9) Neighbou:rhood completely regular' functions and homotooies.
========================================================
The inductive limits of § 8 can be regarded also as sets of regu1ar f1.U1ctìons
and homotooy classes.
DEFINITION 12. - Let f: S,S' ~ G,8' be a c.o-regular (reso. c.o·-regular)
function f"t'om a pair of topological soaces S,S' to a pair of NnUe directed
graphs G,G'. The function f is caUed neighbourhood como1etelv o-regular (roeso.
neighbourhood comp1etely o·-regu1ar) in (S,S'), oro siJru:;l'l n.c.o-regu1ar ("t'esp.
n .c.o· -regular) if there exists an open neighhourhood U of S', such that the
function f: S,V ~ G,G' is c.o-regular' (resp. c.o·-regularJ. The ODen neighbouro-
hood II is oaUed a balancer of f: S,S' ~ G,G'
REHIIRK 1. - We ca11 U a ba1ancer srnce by Prooosition 13 the function f': S, U
~ G,G' is ba1anced.
REMAlU:: 2. - A function f: S,S' ~ G,C' can be b.c.o-regular without ~ing n.c.
o-regular. (See Examole 13. 3) .
PROPOSITION 21. - The inductive Zimit 11m FU coincides
-G,G') of th.e n.c.o-regular'funotions froom S,S' to 8,G'.
with the set F (S,S:
ne
Prooof. - In fact, two c.o-regular fur~tions f: S,V ~ G,G' and g:S,V ~ C,C' (U,V
E Us ,) are equiva1ent iff f: S ~ G coincides with g: S ~ G, since ~~(")r/.f)
DEFINITION 13. - Let S be a topological spaoe, S' a sunsoace of c:, G a .Nnite
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directed graph and G'.a subgraph of G. Two n.c.o-regular (resp. n.c.o·-regular)
fUnctions f,g: S,S' ~ G,~' are called p.c.o-hornotopic (reSD. n.c.o·-homotooic),
if there exist an ODen neighbou:t'hood t. of S'xl and ahomotop1< F: SxI,S'xI ... G,G'
between f and g such that F: SxI,W ~ 8,8' is a c.o-regular (resp. c.o·-regular)
function. F is caned a n.c.o-hornotooy (resp. n.c.oo-hornotooy).
REMARK. - W n (Sx{O}) and w n (Sx{l}) can be considered resoectively lxllancers
ç>f f and g.
LEM!"A 22. - Let S be a topological space and S' a subspace of S. Then, for
every neighbourhood \11 of 5' xl in SxI, there eX1:sts a neiflhbourhood 11 of C:', such
that S'xl c llxI c W.
Froof. - If x is a ooint of S', then, for aH t E I, there is a neighbourhood
of (x,t) of the fonn u~t)xUt ~ ,1. Since I is compact, there exists a finite set,
U xl is a neighbourhood of
x
=namely Ut ""'Ut ,of neighhourhocdsl n(t .) - (t )U l n... n Un, we have
which covers L Thus, if we out U
x
{x}xI included in W. By
choosing U =u U , Vx E S', the assertion immediately follows .•
x
Directly, for ooen neighbourhoods we have:
PROPOSITION 23. - Under the assumotions of Definition 13, let F be a n. c. o-ho'?!.
otOP1<. Then there exists a balancer of F of the fom UxI, where li E Us , .•
PROPOSITION 24. - Th.e n. c. o-homotopu re lation is an eauivalence relation in the
eet F (5,S';G,G') of n.c.o-regular functions [rom S,S' to G,8'.
ne
Froof. - The relation obviously satisfies the reflexive anè SVJJm2tric oroperties.
Also the transitive property is true: in fact, by using the same notations of the
proof of Proposition 8, the hornotopy K is c. o-regular by the sa'lE orooosition. Mo~
over, f is n.c.o-regular, because if we construct hy Prooosition 23 a balancer UxI
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of F and a ba1ancer VxI of J, {UnV}xI lS a ba1ancer of K.•
DEFINITION 14. - Undel' the asswnvtions of Definition
(~e8p. O~c(S,s':r.;,G')} the set of n.a.o-homotopy {l'esp.
13, we aall O (S,S' :r.;,,,')l'C .
n.c.o·-homotcpu} alasses.
REPARK. - We note that Q' {S,S';G,G'} coincides with Q (S,~';G',G") and
na na
Q' (S,S':G',G") with Q (S,S';G,G').
ne ne .
PROPOSITION 25. - The induative limit 1iIr. Qll coincides bJith the set 0nc (S,S I:
---+
G,G') of the n.a.o-homotopy classes.
Proof. - Y U E US " 1et ~U: FU ~ Fna(S,S':G,G'} be the identica1 e~~eddinf-'
Since ~U is compatib1e with the resoective horrotopy relations, we denote bv ~Ir'
Qu ~ Q {S, S ' ; G, G '} the induced function. Nolo' the diagrarn:
na
Q {8,8';G,G'}
nc
(~ U,V E U8 ' I v ~ U)
is comnutative, then we can define a function ~: lim Q ~ Q (~,8':G,G'). l-loreover
. Il nc
---+
~ is onto by definition. Fina11y, we see that ro is one to one. Let, indeed, a,8 E
QU I Ha) =Hs} be, then, if f E a and g E R, t1>ere exists a ba1ancer TI such that
f and g are c.o-horrotooic. Conseouently, we have
Then, Theorem 20 becames:
THE0RD126. - Let S be a topologiaal space, S' a subspace of S, c:: a finite di-
l'eated gl'aph, G' a subgraph or G. Then there exists a natural hi,ieation f~om the
set of neighhourhood complete o-homotopu alasses O (8,S' ;G,,,') to the one of
. nc
neighbouhood complete o'-homotovy alasses O· (S,8':8,G') ••
ne
lO) Duality Theol'em fol' homotopy classes.
=========================================
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In addition to the Extension Theorem R , we need the fo11owing:
c
PROPOSITION 27. - Let S be a normal topological space, S' a closed subspace of
s, X a closed subset of S', G a finite dipected qpwh, G' a subgpwh of r- and f:
S,S' ~ G,G' an o-pegulaP function. Then thepe exist a closed neighbouphood l,I of'
X and an o-pegulap function g: S,S' ~ G,G', which is o-homotopic to ~ and such
that g: S,S'UI,' ~ G,G' is o-pegulap.
. .?Poof. - I t is siJl\i1ar to that one of Theorem 20 in r 2l, bv DUttll1g X = 1;',
rather than x' = S'. •
M:>reover, if we recal1 the definition of singu1arity (see ?ackground), by Pd
the Extensian Theorem can he ocmp1eted by the following:
PROPOSITION 28. - Let S be a norma l topological space, S' a closed subsvace of'
S, G a finite dipected gpaph, G' a subgpwh of r- cnd f: S,S' ~ r-,G' a c.o-pegulap
function. Then thepe exists a closed ne1:ghbouphood \.1 of S' and a ,function g: C:,S'
~ G,G', which is o-homotopic to f cnd such that the function g: S,I.I ~ G,r-' is C.o-
pegulaP. (See r 21 , rarollary 22) .•
Similarly, we have (see a1so r 21, Corollaries 12, 19)
PROPOSITION 29. - UnMP th.e assumptions of PPOposition 27, if' f: S,S' ~ r-,r-'
is c.o-pegulap, so is also the ,f'unction g: S,S'UI,I ~ G,G' .•
PROPOSITION 30. - Let SxI a nOPmal tOPological space, S' a closed subspace of S,
G a finite dipected gpaph and G' a subgpaPh o,+' r-. Then two c.o-homotoP1:C n. c. o-pell.
ulap functions f,g: S,S' ~ G,G' ape also n.c.o-homotOPic.
Proof. - Let the aDen neighbourhood li be a ha1ancer of f and q, and let P: Sxf,
S'xI ~ C,C' be a c.o-hamotoDY hetween f and g. l,le defjne the c.o-horrotaDv J : ,c;xI,
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S'xI-+G,G', given by:
[.f(X) \/t l\Ix E S, E r0'3 1
l /.J(x,t) = r(X,3t-l) \/X E S, \It E [3'3 l
g(x) Ut E 2 CSee [ 3 l ,Theorem 16).\Ix E S, [3,1 l .
Since S is ncTm3.1, there exists a c10sed neig.t,bourhood
l l 3 3
out Z = Wx[ O,~ u S 'x[ 4,iiJ U Wx[ 4,11 and we note that
l 1- l 3is c.o-regular, since Wx[ O,~ c Ux[ 0'31- ' S 'x[ 4,iiJ c
MOreover, we can aoply ProDOsitions 27, 29, since Z is
w of s' included in U. We
the function J: SxI,Z ~ C,G'
S'xI and Wx[ ~,ll c Ux] ~,ll
l 3
c1osed, S'x[4,iiJ is a c10sed
subset of Z and SxI is nOTm3.1. Then we can construct a closed neighbourhood T of
S'x[~,~ and a c.o-regular function K: 8 xI,ZlYJ' ~ G,G' which is also a homotoov be-
tween f and g, by choosing the closed neighbourhoods L (i,j, k), which we emoloy,
disjoined from Sx{O} and sx{ll. finally, since ZUT is a c10sed neighbourhood of
S'xI, it follows immediatelv that f' and gare n.c.o-homotooic .•
TPEOPEM 31. - Let SxI be a norma l tODological svace, S' a closed sunsvace of S,
G a finite di"l'ected g"l'aph and G' a subg"l'aph of G. Then the"l'e exists a natu"1'a1
bijection f"l'om the set of n.c.o-homotopy classes 0ncCS,S':G,G') to the one of
o-homotopy classes QCS,S';G,G').
Froof. - Let j: F (S,S';G,G') ~ F(S,S':G,G') be the identical embedding. Since
nc
two n.c.o-homotooic functions are also o-homotooic, j induces a function J from
Qnc(S,S':G,G') to Q(S,S';G,G'). ~oreover, J is onto by Rb and ProDOsition 28 and
it is one to one bv R and ProDOsition 30.•
. e .
finally, by Theorems 31, 31· and 26 we obtain Csee TheorPJ!l 11):
THEOREM 32. - Let S be a countabl~ pa"l'acompact nO"f'ma1 space, ~. a closed subspace
of S, G a finite di"l'ected g"l'aph and G' a subg"l'croh of G. Then the"l'e ex-z:sts a natu"1'a1
bijection f"l'om the set of o-homotopu classes OC~,~',G,G') to the one of o·-homotopu
classes Q·CS,S':G,G') .•
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RE!"fARJ< l. - In generaI the nrevious result does not hold for any torological
space. (See Exarnole 13.4 lo
REMARK 2. - In the foregoing conditions it follows that the sets Q(S.S';G.G').
Q(S.S';G*,G'*). Q*(S.S'.G.G'). Q*(S.S';G~.G'*) can be identified.
11) Case of n subsvaces and of n subgraohs.
The previous results between nairs can be easilv generalized to the case between
(n+l)-tunles. (See [21 ,§ 8 b).
Let S be a topological space, G a finite directed granh, SI'" ",';n subsnaces of
Sand Gl •.. .• Gn subgranhs of G such that Sj is a subsnace of C:i and G.j is a subgranh
of G.• Vi.j = l •...• n , J>i.
~
In this case we have to consider functions f: S',';l""'Sn ~ G.Gl••.•• G
n
between (n+l)-
"tu91es and their restrictions fl: SI ~ Gl •···• !'n: Sn ~ Gn·
\o'e only rerrark that:
i) V Xl E SI'
ii) V X 2 E S2'
n) V X E' S ,
n n
<f(xl » =<!'l(Xl »'
<!'(X2» = <fl (x2» = <f2(x2»·
<f(x » =<fl(x » =... =<f (X i>. (See nefinition 6).
. n . n ~n n
!1ence the Duality Theo-
3) If we denote by Us .,".l
the subsnaces SI" •.• 8
n
, in
...•G are balanced in (S.Sl••••• 8 ). (See Pronosition 13).
n n
rem for comolete homotony classes holds when alI the subspaces are onen. (See ~eo-
rem 16).
(I,'; the collections of ODen neighbourhoods resDectively of
n
{,~ x••• x(lc: we can consider the subset U of alI the n-
"1 . n
tuples U= (Ul""'Un ) suchthatUl~'" ~Un' Rynutting U';;V .. Ul~T/I"'"
U C V • it follows that U is decreasingly filtrated, then the faJTlilies of sets
n - n
{FU / U E Ul and {Qu / U E (Il are inductive and there exists a natural bijection be-
tween lim QU and lim Q;. (See Theorem 20).
--> ---+
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4) A funetion f: S, Sl"",Sn ~ G,Gl, ••• ,G
n
is ealled n.a.o-peguLap in (S,Sl"'"
Sn) if in U there exists a n-tuole U = W], ... , [in) sueh that the funetion f': S, Ul ,
... ,U ~ G,G".: .. ,G is e.o-regular. (See Definition 12).n _ n
Then two n.e.o-regular funetions f,g: S,Sl"",Sn ~ G,Gl, ... ,G
n
are ealled n.a.o-
homotopia if there exists a horrotopy F: SxI,SlxI,,,,,SnxI ~ G,G], ... ,G
n
"'hieh is
a n.e.o-regular funetion (See Definition 13).
Henee by 3) we obtain a natural bijeetion between the sets of n.e.hoJT'()toov elasses
Q (S,Sl""'S ;G,Gl, ... ,G) and Q* (S,Sl, ... ,8 :G,Gl, ... ,G). (See Theorem 26).
ne n n ne n n
Moreover, if SxI is a normal soaee and Sl"",Sn are elosed subsoaees of S, we
also observe that:
5) We ean generalize the Normalization "'heorems (Rb , Re) follawing the eonstruetion
used in [3) , Final renarl< i).
6) For the generalization of the Extension Theorerns (see R , Prooosition 27), let
a
f: 5,Sl" ",Sn ~ C,Gl'" .,G
n
be an o-regular funetion. By following what I·le said
in r 2] , §8 b, it results:
i) .~ can construet a elosed neighbourhood U of S and an o-regular funetion
n n
S, SI U U , ... , S l U U ,l! ~ G, Gl' ... , G
n n- n n n
o-homotooie to !.
ii) Let V be a elosed neighbourhood of S sueh that 8 c Tr c A c U , '",here
n n n-n-n-n
\ is an open set. l.]e construet a elosed neighbourhood [in_Io! Sn-l U Un and an
o-regular funetion /2): S,SI U U l" .. ,S 2 U U l,l! l ~ G,Gl ,· .. ,G l o-horro-n- n- n- n- n-
tooie to g (l) by ehoosing the elosed neighbourhoods, which we emolov in the eon-
-h.... f (2) d' . . d f Co l l h f . (2) 5SL,uetlon o g , lSJolne rom v . nseouent v, a so t e unetlon g : ,
n
5). U U " ... ,S 2 U U l'U l'V ~ G,Gl, ... ,G is o-regular and o-hOmotODic to!.n-.. n- n- n- n 11
iii) Let V l be a elosed neig~urhood of S l U V sueh that 8 l U V c V
n- n- n n- n n-l
c A C U , where A l is an ooen set. Then we go on as in step ii).
- n-l - n-l n-
n) Let g(n-l): S,SI U U2,U2'V3""'Vn ~ G,Cl, ..• ,Gn be the o-regular function,
o-hoJ!Dtopie to f, which follows from the orevious orocess. Then, let Jf2 be a
elosed neighbourhood of 52 U V3 such that 52 U ]l3 ::. V2 ::. A 2 ::. il2' where A 2 is an
ooen set. We eonstruct a elosed neighrourhood Ul of 51 U U2 and an o-repular fune
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. (n) U G G . (n-l) b h . h Id' '-'-- h dtlon g : 8, ] -+ , l o-hOrrotODlC to g . Y C OOSlng t. e cose nelg!uvur 00 s,
. . h . f (n) ... d f V Co 1 lWhlCh we emDloV ln t e constr\lctl.on o g dls,olne raro 2' nseauent~v, a so
f . (n) G' l d ho .the unctlon g : 8,U], V2.... , Vn -+ ,Gl'" .,Gn lS o-regu ar an 0- rrotODIC to
f. Since Ul ,V2, ... , Vn are resDectivelv closed neight-ourhoods of 8], ... ,\, the
fun · (n). h h .ctlon g lS t e soug t extenslon.
7) Sìmilarlv to Theorem 31, from 6) it follows tloat there exists a natural c,ijection
between the sets of o-hOmotODv classes Q (Q,,"], ... ,S ;G,Gl, ••. ,C) and Q(",81 , .. "ne _ n n
8 ;G,Gl, ... ,G ), when 8xI is a normal soace and the subsoaces )~ are closed.
n n
8) Finallv, by 4) we obtain the eonalusive theorem (see Theorem ~2):
THEOREM 33. - Let S be a eountably paraeomvaet normal spaee, r, a ~inite di~eeted
and r-l, ... ,G suogravhs of r-, sueh that S.
n' l
is a suolrOaee of' S. and G. is a suog~av,h o,f' G
l
., lJ i,l = l, ... ,n, j > io "'hen there
. l J
exists a nat~al bijeetion f~om the set of o-homotovy elasses O(S,Sl""'~n'G,r-l"'"
G
n
) to the one of oO-homotopy elasses QO(S,Sl"",Sn,G,r-l, ... ,G
n
) .•
12) Dualitv Theorems for homotODu r~ouvs.
If we aDDly the Drevious results to the narticular case of horrotODv gnJups (see
r81), we obtain:
TP.EOREM 34. - Let G be a finite di~eeted graDh and v a vertex o~ G. Then the~e
exists a natural isomorphism between the rrr-th o-homotoP1J r~OUD 0-mCC-'v) and the m-th
o o
o -homotopy g~ouv Qm(G,v).
Proof. - At first, let ~ be the unite m-cube and ~ its bourdary. ~~ note that
now Qm(G,v! and Q~(G,v! coincide with Q(.T",~:G,v) and QO(~,Y":G,v) resDectivelv,
and every function f: ~,Y" -+ G,v is a lOOD. "ince ln is a COJl1Dact nonnal SDace
and ;m a closed subsDace, by Theorem 32 there exists a natura1 bijection hetween
Q (G,v) and QO(G,v), for all m;;' O. t-<oreover, if ,t',h: T",l" -+ C,v are n'O 100Ds with
m m
balancers U, V respective1y, we can also call SUffi o"" looD5 ~,h the function Poh
,. Xl lF r1)'3 l ,
u X 1. 2E r3'2 l ,1.
U Xl E 2 l or3,1
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given by:
f(3xl ,X2, o o o,xm)
(f,h)(xl'0"'x
m
) = f(l,x 2,···,xm) =h(O,x2,· .. ,xm)
h(3xl -2,x2,·· .,xm)
It follows that f:h is a n.c.o-regular function, Slnce there exists a balancer w of
f ,h of the forro W = V' u rl,~ x m-l uv', where V', V' are the corresoondents of3 3
J ..m-l 2 ..m-lV, V which result from concentrating f, h on [.°''11 Xl, r3,1.1 x 1 resDective1.yo
Moreover the oDeration , is cOll1Datihle with the n oc. o-hOmctODY, since the DreVlOUS sum
of n.c.o-horrotoDies is a nocoo-regular function. Hence, induces an oneratior in
Q (m,r,G,v).
r.e
Now if g: m,V .... G,v and k: m, V .... G,v are two o'-Datterns of f: 1",1/ .... G,v and h: m,
V .... G,v respectively, it follows that g,k: m, fI .... G,V is an o' -Dattern of "',h: r"',"'
.... G,v. Then the natural biJoection in 'Pheorem 26 J->etween Q (m, m,C,v) and Q' (m T'ne ne .J J
C,v) is an isorrorohism.
fjnally, Q (m,T',G,v) lS iSOJTDrohic to Q(m,f",c,v) = 0m(G,v). 'Phere exists, indeed,
ne
a natural bijection by Theorem 31. and the looD t,h is o-hOrrotODic to the looD f+h,
g:'.ven by:
{
f(2xl,x2,o .• ,xm)
(f+h)(xl, .. ·,x
m
) =
h (2xl -l,x2, . o ., xm)
3.7). Thus the theorem follows. •
r I),~
1.r2,11 . (See r 71 , ProDerties ~. 3,
THEOREM 35. - Let G be a finite diY'eeted graoh, G' a subgY'aoh o.f' G and v a veY'tex
of G'. Th.en there exists a natural isomorohism bet/Jeen the Y'elative o-homotopu gY'OUP
o (G,G',v) and the Y'elative o'-homotopu gY'OU/J O'(G,G',v).
m m
FY'ool. - Let j"-l be the union of the (m-l)-faces of m, different from the face
x~ = O. We note that Qm(G,G',v) and Q;(G,G',v) coincide with Q(m,.f"',j"-l:G,G',V)
and Q'(m,T',;n-l;G,G',v) resoectively, and evp.Y'V function f: r"',T',j"-J .... C,G',v
is a relative loop. By Theorem ~3 there exists a natural bijection betwep.n 0m(G,
Proceeding as before we ohtain a natural isorrorohsmC',v) and Q;(G,G',V) for m > l.
..m $TI .m-l ..m $TI .m-lhetween Qne(l ,1 ,d ;G,G',v) and Qne(/ ,1 ,u :C,G',v) for m > l. ~en '.ve have
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also a natural isomorphisrn between Q (G,G',v) and Q·(C,G',v) .•
m m
FfrlARK. - \<le define as SUl!' of loops f, h the funetion f.h instead nf :"+ h, Slnee
l . ] f . (" p ,- Pro .. O) ~1we a ways must obtaln a n.e.o-regu .ar unetlon. . ee . errar" 1:0 .DOSJ.tlon ~. e::::
ertheless in the proof of Theorern 34 we ean also e'<oose as sum o" looDs t'<e "une-
t'on f+h, sinee G' is a singleton.
1.') Ex=les.
13.1) The1'e exists a o.o-1'egula1' funotion blithout o· -vatterns.
Let S =fO,lJ be the unit interval, ,,' = IO} the subsoaee of~, G = {a,bjr ~ al
t'le direeted graDh and G' = la} the suhgraDh of G. Then the funetion .{.': ", E' ~
G~ r;' given by:
{
1'(0) = a
~(] 0,11) = II->}
is not balaneed sinee la,b} = <fiO»~ J <f'(0» = ia}. Moreover, theY'P is no nat-
':em of f', in faet it is TC«.f(O») = Ib} anrl "'(;,«.+"(0») = la}, "enee i.t follows
':'"I<fIO») n T~,«f'10») = <b.
J 'J
lZ.2) The1'e exists a non-halanoed o·-vattern of a h.o.o-1'egula1' f'unotion.
'-e'e S = IxI be the tODOlogieal spaee, S' = .Tx{O} t'<e subsoaee or ,", r; = la,hj a ~ b,
:, ~ a} the direeted graDh and G' = la,bja ~ b} the suhgraDh of G. "'hen the funetion
{
f({O}xI) = {a}
.f(1 O, 11 xI) = (b)
) 5 e. o-regular anè balaneed sinee:
<fiO, t» =<f" (n, t» ={ (a, b)
{l> }
.for t = lì,
lJt"']n,ll.
re,,- it is ih}, it follows that tre funetion g: ç,ç' -+ r.. r,:, 1 , j:!Jven 1>'1:
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g(O, O) = h
g({O} x 10,11) = {a}
gn 0,11 x T) = {h}
is an o· -nattern f fo _. But the function g is nOT balanced sincA <"(d'l, n)'> = {a, h) :>
{b} = <g' ((), O». Nevertheless g is also aI' o-nattero of i tsel f. In facT ,"e have
13.3) The"f'e exists a 'J.e.o-"f'egu~a"f' .funetion ~'hieh is not n.e.o-"f'egu~a"f'.
Let S = IxI be the tooological snace, S' = Ix{'l} the subsnace of ~, r, = {a,h;a ~ b,
b ~ a} the directed graoh and G' = {a,hja ... h} the subpraoh of G. Then the "unction
f: S,S' ~ G,G' given by:
f([O,~lx{O}) = {a}
fn ~,ll x{a}) = {h}
f([O,MxlO,l]) ='{a}
.f(( ;,11 xl 0,1]) = {b}
is b.c.o-regular since:
<fl<. O» " <"1<. 0» " l{a} ... t F rO,M{a," } for t = ,?
{b} IJt F q,ll .l
Sut f is not n.c.o-regular. For everv onen neighJ-ourh<xxl TI of C;', indeeè, the "unc-
A A
tion [: U ~ G
'
is not o-regular since it is b i a and pf n Af i cb
13.4) The"f'e exist a pair of tovologiea~ svaeeA S,~' and a vai"f' o~ direeted gravhs
G,G' sueh that Q(S,S' :G,G' l and O' (S,S' :G,G' l are not equivotent (see r 91 l.
Let S = {x,X',!;,y'} be the tooologicalspace withthe collection of onen sets given
~ b, a' ~ b'} be the directed graoh. .'e obtain that:
il AlI the non-bijective o-regular (reso. o' -regularl functions are o-horrotonic
(reso. o' -horrotooicl arrong themselves and narticularlv they are o-horrotooic (Y'E'SD.
o'-horrotooicl to the constant function f
n
: (x,x',u,y') ~ (a,D,a,a).
ii l There exist onlv the folIOl-ling four o-regular l>i j ective fU11ctions:
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.\: (x,x',y,y')'" (b,b',a,a'), .fi (x,x',y,v,')'" (b',b,a,a ' ), .f3: (x,x',u,u ' ) ....
(b,b',a',a), f 4:(x,x ' ,y,y') .... (b',b,a',a) and the fo11a.'lir.g "our O· -regu1ar
bijective functions: f~:'(X,Xl,U,yl) .... (a,a',b,n'), .f;: (x,X',y,y') .... (a',a,b,b ' ),
f ·( I ') ( I b' b) .,.. ( , ') (' "b') l° t....· F F3 x,x ,y,~ -+ a,a, , J J4: x,:r: ,U~y -lo a "a,b J • !,.'p no e "f"llal: .T I ", ')' ').J
f •• • *) (.).'4 (re,p. 71,f2,f3,.f4 are not c.o-regular reSD. c.o -regu1a~ &unetlons .
. . . ) Th f . f f f f ( f· f· f· f·) . ( •lH e unctlons l' 2' 3" li reSD. l' 2" 3" 4 are not o-hOrrotOD1C T'es". o -
homotopic) either among themse1ves or to .fO' ~us hcth Q(S,G) and Q·(S,() eonsist
of five e1asses.
iv)Let S' ={yl and C' =(al be. 1t fol1ows that O(",S':C,G') eonsists of the t~e
c1asses (.fOl,lf1l,lf2l, while Q'(S,S':G,G') consists onlv of the elass ( F 0 1.
v) Every e.o-regular (reso. e.o·-regular) funetion is e.07hollDtoDie (resD. e.o·-
horrotopic) to the constant funetion. 'T'hen TheorelT' 26 holds sinee O (S,S I ;t;,G ')
ne
(reso. Q' (S,S';G,G') eonsists of the class {fO}'ne ..
13.5) The~e exist a topological space S and a di~ected g~avh G sueh that O(S,r) and
Q*<S,G) a~e not equipotent (see r 91).
Let S = {x, x ',1./, Y I, y"} be the tooologieal soace .lith the eollection of ODen sets
given by ~,{x},lx'},lx,x'},{x,x',u},lx,x',u'},{x,x,u"},{x,x',I./,u'l,{x,x',u,u"},{x,
x',y',y"}, S and let G = {a,a',.1J,b',h";a - h,a -+ b',a -lo ò",a' -lo b,a' -+ [-',a' -+- h"}
be the directed graDh. By the results of ] 3.4, in order to obtain regular functions
which do not be10ng to the elass of eonstant functions, i t is necessarv t"lat the
range of S eonsists of the vertiees a, a I and of two vertiees at 1east dlT'Ong h, nI,
b". Thus we eonsider funetions whieh are not e.o-regular and sue,", tl-oat:
i) The ÌJl\3.ge of lx,x ' } is given by two of the three e1e1T'€nts n,i,',r".
ii) The iJ!l3.ge of ly,y I,y"} is given by the two elements a,a'.
Then there exist 6·6 = 36 oossibities, and, conseouent1v, Q(S,G) consists 0= ?7
classes.
On the contrarv for the o· -regu1ari.ty eondition, .'e consider fW1et:;ons ,,,hieh are not
c.o' -reg:ular and sueh that:
i') The iTage of lx,x'} is given bv the two e1elrents a,a ' .
ii*) The ÌJl\3.ge of fy,y',y"} is given l'v 2:1: 1east two of the three e1ements n,h',r".
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Then there exist 2·24 = 48 DOssibilities, and, conseguentlv, Q·(S,G) cons:ists of
49 classes .
•le rerrark that Theorem 9 holds smce Qc/s,G) (resD. Q~(8,G)) consists of t'1e class
{f }.
-O
?F"A~\(. - The tooological space considered in Fxamoles 4, 5 are GU"lsi. -cor.r.,ac-:,
ron-''\ spaces. For other similar examoles which concem OtESi-COPIDact T}, nor'-è;c
spaces, see r 91 .
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